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A THEOREM ON INFINITE PRODUCTS OF EIGENVALUES

OF   STURM-LIOUVILLE TYPE OPERATORS

S. LEVIT AND U. SMILANSKY

Abstract. Infinite products of ratios of eigenvalues of Sturm-Liouville

operators are expressed in a closed form in terms of corresponding solutions

of initial-value problems.

Introduction. Gaussian path integrals are defined by

(1) /=(      Z>[tf(0]exp[iS[í(/)]]
•'paths

where

(2) s[vit)] = fTivit)-Ht)vit))dt,

and T/(r) are the N dimensional paths satisfying the end conditons tj(0) =

r¡iT) = 0. A(0 is a differential operator of second order in id/dt) acting on

the space of paths. Such path integrals are often encountered in physical

problems, e.g. the formulation of quantum mechanics [1].

The integral (1) can be evaluated in terms of the infinite product of the

eigenvalues of A(f) [2], [3]. In this note we present a theorem which enables

one to express these infinite products in a closed form.

The theorem will be presented with a detailed proof for the simple case of a

one dimensional problem (A' = 1). The extension to N > 1 will be for-

mulated but a detailed proof will not be supplied since it follows the same

lines as for N = 1.

Theorem 1. Let the differential operator

(3) A(«; i) = id/dt)ipit)d/dt) + aqit)

be defined for 0 < t < T, 0 < a < 1, where pit) and qit) are smooth functions

oft,pit)>Po>0.
Let Xkia) and Uik\a; t) be the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the

boundary-value problem

(4) A(o; t)Uia; t) + A(a)t/(a; t) = 0, i/(a; 0) = í/(o; T) = 0.

Let yia; t) be the solution of the initial-value problem
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(5) A(«; t)y(a; t) = 0,    y(a; 0) = 0,     (d/dt)y(a; 0) = 1.

Then, for every a

(6) n h(«)
»-i ^(°)

y (g; t)
v(0; T)

Proof. The following points should be observed:

(a) For all k, Xk(0) > 0 and for large k,

'T        dt
\(0) - ■n/\

y[m
[4]-

(b) The functions Xk(a), i/w(a; t) and>>(a; t) are analytic in a [5].

(c) For large ac, \Xk(a) — Xk(0)\ < a • M [4] with M independent of a or k.

Hence the product on the left-hand side of (6) converges uniformly for all

finite values of a.

(d) There is a finite number of nonpositive eigenvalues for a given a [6].

Hence the product on the left-hand side of (6) vanishes only at a finite

number of a values, in the interval 0 < a < 1.

A necessary and sufficient condition for y (a; T) to vanish is that one of the

Xk(a) vanishes. Hence the two sides of equation (6) vanish simultaneously.

Consider now the functions:

(7)

(8)

a ï      ft    K{a)/(a) = £   KM'

f(a)=y(a;T)/y(0;T).

Since by construction/(0) = /(0) = 1, the theorem will be proved once it is

demonstrated that (d/da)f(a)/f(a) = (d/da)f(a)/f(a), for all a satisfying

/(«) ¥• 0.

By virtue of (c) one can differentiate the left-hand side of equation (7) as if

it were a finite product and get

(9)
da ¿T,       da       Xk(a)k = \

It can easily be shown that

<10> t --/„>*«>; <>]'«(<>■*

where U(k)(a; t) are the solutions of (4) subject to the normalization

01) foT[U«\a;t)]2dt=l.
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Since the integral in (10) is bounded by Max|a(i)| and because of (c), the

series on the right-hand side of (9) converges uniformly and the summation

and integration operations could be interchanged to yield

(12) £ fia)/fia) =/or GA_0(f, t, a)qit) dt

with

(13)
«,      i/(«(a; f)t/W(«;0

M''''a)=*?i Ha) - Xk{a)

which is the spectral representation of Green's function for the boundary-

value problem (4).

Returning to the initial value problem (5) and differentiating it with respect

to a, one gets that zia; t) = dyia; t)/da is a solution of the initial-value

problem

(14) A(o; t)zia; t) = - ?(r).y(a; /),  zia; 0) = 0,    id/dt)z(a; 0) = 0.

The solution of (14) is expressed in terms of the solution^(a; t) of (5) and

the solution j?(a; /) of the adjoint problem

(15) A(a; t)f(a\ t) m 0, y («; T) - 0,    id/dt)y(a; T) = 1.

Applying the method of variation of the parameters, one can prove that the

solution of (14) is given by

(16)

where

(17)

Hence

(18)

zia; t) =   y(a\t) ('y(a; t')y ia\ /'MO dt'
L        Jo

-yia;t)f'yia;t')yia;t')qit')dt'}/w,
Jo J

W = pit)[ydy/dt - ydy/dt] = const.

o>(«; T) fT /
= yia;T)      y'(a; t)y (a; /)a(/) dt/ Wzia; T) =

da

= yia;T)fTGx=0it,t,a)qit)dt
Jo

where Gx(/, t', a) is again Green's function for the boundary-value problem

(4), expressed in terms of the solutions of the initial-value problem (5) and its

adjoint (15). A comparison of (18) with (12) completes the proof.

We now turn to the generalization of Theorem 1 to the N dimensional case.

The functions pit) and a(i) of (3) are now replaced by the N x N symmetric

matrices Pit) and Qit). Pit) is required to be positive definite for all

0 < t < T. The N dimensional vectors on which A(a; t) acts are denoted by

Üia; t) s (£/,(o; /),..., £/„(<*; t)).

Theorem 2. Let a differential operator
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(19) A(a; t) = (d/dt)(P(t)d/dt) + aQ(t)

be defined for 0 < t < T,0 < a < I, with P(t) and Q(t)as discussed above.

Let Xk(a) and Ü(k)(a; t) be the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the

boundary-value problem

(20) A(a; t)U (a; t) + X(a)U (a; t) = 0,    Ü (a; 0) = U (a; T) = 0.

Let y°\a; t) (j = 1, . . . , N) be the N independent solutions of the initial-

value problem

(21) A(a;t)y{J\a;t) = 0,   j?<»(a; 0) - 0,    (d/dt)y?(a;0) = 8ir

Let D (a) be

(22) D(a) = det[yV)(a;T)].

Then, for every a

D(0)   ■

Outline of the proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is again based on

evaluating the logarithmic derivative of the two sides of (23). Once again it is

shown that the logarithmic derivative can be expanded in the form

4f(a) "     pT        n  m df (a)     .
(24)   -ST/'*")".?    /   dtG^%,t,a)QiJ(t) = ^- /f(a)

where f(a) and /(a) denote the functions of a on the left- and right-hand

sides of equation (23) respectively. The Green's "function" is a matrix

G¡f\t, t', a). In proving (24) use is made of the two equivalent methods to

express the Green's function, the spectral representation and the repre-

sentation by means of the 2/V independent solutions of equation (21) and its

adjoint.
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